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Navigating the
Business of Art
Justin Winkel ‘13

Artist & Owner of Winkel Gallery

Educational Background
B.A. in Business Technology
Administration, UMBC
U.D. Certificate in MBA Preparatory
Studies

Accomplishments

Sold over 200 works of art
Clients in 16 different US states
International Clients in the United
Kingdom & Australia
Self-Published ‘The Abstracts of Color’
Guest Speaker at numerous universities

Interesting Facts

2015- opened two weeks after Baltimore
uprising

Come listen to Justin Winkel, owner of Winkel Gallery,
talk about how he, as a self-taught artist, used his degree
from UMBC to help open his contemporary art gallery after
graduation. Justin’s passion for the arts is evident in his work
and his mentorships. He uses his experiences as an artist
entrepreneur to help other aspiring artists.
Winkel Gallery is a contemporary art gallery located in
the historic neighborhood of Fells Point in Baltimore, MD.
Opened in 2015, Winkel Gallery currently houses Justin’s
permanent collection and represents other emerging artists
who are early in their artistic career. Through its mentorships,
Winkel Gallery helps to provide artists with knowledge and
insight so they have the tools to navigate the business of art.

March 10, 2021
Noon - 1 p.m.
To Be Held Virtually

2016- sold to first international client in
London
2017- developed a new modern stained
glass technique
2018- sold 100th painting
2019- sold most paintings in one year (44)
2020- dealt with COVID-19 & sold
milestone 200th painting

JustinWinkel.com

The Raymond V. Haysbert, Sr. Entrepreneurship Lecture Series
provides a platform for successful entrepreneurs to candidly share
their experiences and insights with UMBC students, faculty, alumni
and the Baltimore business community. The series highlights
experiences, lessons learned and unique issues and challenges
faced by entrepreneurs in the creation of a new enterprise.
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